
Maple Pecan Cinnamon Scrolls 

• In a bowl of stand mixer whisk yeast, milk, sugar, vanilla and egg .

• Add flour and butter and knead into a dough. 

• Once your dough is ready and elastic enough to touch after you’ve kneaded it for a minute or so tip 

into a medium sized oiled bowl , cover and let it prove in a warm spot for a good hour to two 

depending on your yeast action .it needs to be doubled in size .

• Gently deflate your dough by pushing it down with your hand, shape into a ball and place onto lightly 

floured bench and allow to rest for a few minutes before rolling it out. Allowing your dough to rest will 

give it time to relax and in turn it will be much easier to roll the dough out without it pulling back. If your 

dough still pulls back after the resting, give it a few more minutes to rest on the bench. 

• Roll the dough out into a large rectangle say 50 x 40 , spoon the butter onto the rolled dough and 

spread evenly all over . Then sprinkle your cinnamon sugar and chopped toasted pecans . A drizzle of 

Maple syrup too . Roll the longer edge into a log then cut in double and then into equal pieces . These 

make large scrolls so you could stretch this recipe to 12 scrolls if you want to . 

• Place them into a lined with baking paper 24cm cake or deep baking tray big enough and allow to rise 

for 40 minutes to 1 hour or until they have doubled in size.Brush with egg wash and bake in preheated 

to 190C fan oven for 30-35 minutes. If browning too fast, cover with foil or baking paper half way 

through the bake. After 25 mins throw your Toasted pecans on top of Scrolls and drizzle with maple 

syrup , put back in oven to finish off.

• Dust over with some caster sugar

Ingredients

1 (7 g) sachet active dry yeast
237 ml lukewarm milk

21 g caster sugar
1 tsp vanilla extract
100 g butter (softened)
2 eggs (medium size) lightly beaten
600 g Plain flour
 For the filling
180 g softened butter
To make Cinnamon sugar mix nearly 90 g caster sugar 
with 2 tbsp cinnamon powder or depending on your 
preference)
Chopped Toasted Pecans for filling
Egg wash
Toasted Pecans for Finish
Lots of Maple Syrup to Drizzle 

METHOD


